Similar Apps: Data Collection on Behavior/Moods
Easy Behavior Tracker for Teachers- $1.99, 3 ½ stars
Features: Add as many students as needed, or import. Create “incidents” that can be reused by the
teacher if the student has the same incident more than once. Send notifications directly to parents
through the app. Student history exists to study patterns of behavior.

Pros: Of the 10 reviews, 9 said this was useful. Unlimited Student amount.
Cons: Ugly? Seems difficult to time behavior(s), can multiple behaviors be timed? History neglects any
graphs or way to visually see patterns. Not simple.

Behavior Tracker Pro- $29.99, 1 ½ stars
Features: Made specifically for people with autism, provides charts that can be exported through email,
unlimited number of students, allows recording video of behaviors, can add behaviors.

Pros: Unlimited Student/Behavior options. The graphs!
Cons: Hideous? All reviews said it was difficult to navigate and use. Can multiple behaviors be recorded
at once?

Nulite Behavior Tracker for Special Education- $19.99, 4 ½ stars

Features: Graphs of behavior data, allows multiple students, timestamped behaviors with date, time,
frequency, duration, and notes.

Pros: Fairly simple. Pretty. Allows for multiple behaviors per student and more than one behavior can be
recorded at one time. The people who use this LOVE it.
Cons: You have to manually add a behavior interval instead of recording it. Behaviors are specific to
student, so if multiple behaviors are exhibited in multiple students you have to add them again and again.

Autism Tracker Pro: Track and Analyze ASD- $9.99, 4 stars

Features: Tracks mood, behavior, food, health, and provides graphs regarding all of them. Calendar

option too.

Pros: Beautiful. Users who have rated really like it, the different views of graphs. Lots of options
Cons: Not simple. Confusing, Only tracks for one person, must manually add behaviors instead of
recording them.

How other Apps represent Data: Moods, Daylio, Stigma

